	
  
	
  
Sona MedSpa-North Raleigh
9104 Falls of the Neuse Rd.
Suite 310
Raleigh, NC 27615
IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Rene Fielder
980-233-3276

Raleigh, NC- Sona MedSpa, the nation’s largest full service aesthetic company, is pleased to
announce the opening of their newest location in North Raleigh which will be located at 9104
Falls of the Neuse Rd., Suite 310. This will be the 21st Sona MedSpa location as Sona continues
its steady expansion. This new facility is set to open on October 1, 2012.
The North Raleigh location and the newly renovated Cary locations are the most modern
locations among the 21 centers. In addition to the most advanced laser technology and state of
the art medical aesthetic capabilities available, Sona Clients can expect elegant and sophisticated
features such as hardwood floors, picturesque glass windows, and spacious, newly furnished
treatment rooms to create the comfortable Client experience that Sona is known for.
Byron Ashbridge, President and CEO of Sona MedSpa states: “We are very excited to be
opening our 21st Sona location and happy to be expanding within the very important Raleigh
market. We are confident that our Clients will appreciate the convenience of our newest location,
and we are looking forward to providing the exceptional service and experience our Clients are
accustomed to receiving.”
Sona MedSpa is the largest and most successful Med Spa organization in the country, offering
the most advanced FDA approved technology available. Our licensed treatment professionals
receive extensive training and work under our local Medical Director, which enables them to
provide our Clients with exceptional service and the highest degree of efficacy and safety.
Established in 1997, Sona’s corporate headquarters is located in Charlotte, NC. There are
currently 21 Sona MedSpa locations nationwide.
For more information on Sona MedSpa, or to receive a menu of services available at each
location, please visit www.sonamedspa.com or call 866-GET-SONA.
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